Abstract: As a kind of special nonlinear phenomenon, chaos has a series of excellent features such as pseudorandomness, orbit unpredictability, the extreme sensitivity to initial conditions and system parameters, non-repetition of iteration, and so on. Because an increasing number of widely used image and multimedia information has characteristics such as large amount of data and high redundancy, it has become a challenge to the traditional encryption technology. Having natural randomness and concealment, chaotic signal is well fit for secrecy communication.
INTRODUCTION
In 1963, Lorenz published Determinism Aperiodic Flow, then the famous Lorenz Equation was given, which was the first example that a deterministic equation can export the chaotic solution in the dissipative system, thus opening a prelude to the in-depth study of chaos. The emergence of chaos put an end to the classical science [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
In 1975, Chinese-American Li Tianyan and American mathematician Yorke published a paper Cycle 3 Contains Chaos which shocked the academia. The word Chaos was used in the literature for the first time, which set a precedent for chaos research. In 1989, Robert A. J. Matthews published a paper to analyze the question that Logistic chaotic map acted as sequence key stream generators and improved it. He proposed a chaotic stream cipher scheme based on deformation Logistic map. It is the first essay clearly putting forward chaotic password, getting wide attention and reference. Concerned by more and more researchers from different fields, chaotic password became a hot spot.
In 1989, L. M. Pecora found that when certain conditions are met, chaotic systems can be constructed into a synchronization system. Such synchronization chaos can be used to communicate. In the same year, Carroll constructed the first synchronized chaotic circuit, thus people began the study of the chaotic sequence cipher. Many magazines and meetings such as Physics Letters A, Int. J. Bifureation and Chaos, Physiea l Review, IEEETrans. on Circuits and System, IEEEInt.Sy, Osiumon Circuits and Systems, published a great number of research results related to chaotic cipher.
In 1998, Baptista and E. Alvarez put forward a scheme to look up cleartext in the phase space of chaotic system based on the retrieval mechanism of chaos encryption and secrecy communication. These chaotic passwords opened up a new direction for the study of chaotic encryption despite the fact that they have been successfully deciphered. Subsequently Carrol et al. proposed the sequence password generator based on Lorenz system, and Bernstein et al. proposed the sequence password generator based on the first-order non-uniform sampling digital PLL system. In 2011, Lu Huibin and Sun Yan published a paper Image Encryption Scheme Based on the New Hyper Chaotic System, in which hyper chaos was proposed. A new hyperchaotic system was constructed and a new scheme of image encryption based on this hyper chaotic system was put forward as well. In the four-dimensional mapping system with the increase of parameter and system variables, the key room is increasing too, thus resisting exhaustive attack effectively. The encrypted image pixel is distributed randomly and will result in higher security.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF IMAGE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM BASED ON CHAOS SEQUENCE

The Design of Image Encryption Algorithm Based on Improved Logistic Mapping
One-dimensional Logistic mapping is a very simple chaotic mapping from the perspective of mathematics. It is also of the early typical chaotic systems. It sets a precedent for the development of the chaotic sequence.
(A) The definition of Logistic mapping
The simplest map contains the basic idea of modern chaos theory including period doubling bifurcation and basic framework and mode of nonlinear theory. When 3.569945<µ ≤4, Logistic map shows a chaotic state.
(B) The random likeness of Logistic mapping
In the formula (1), set the initial value X0 = 0.5, parameter =3.98, generating a chaos sequence whose length is 300. It is observed that Iterative values are generated in a pseudo-random distribution state while µ [0,4] is especially close to 4. While in other values, generated values will converge to a specific value after a certain number of iterations, which is unacceptable for us. Points in the graph indicates all possible X ranges. We can see from the figure that the value range of X are more close to the average distribution in the 0 to 1 area where µ is the closer to 4. In this range, the value range of X is more close to the average distribution in the 0 to 1 area, so it is better that the Logistic control parameters we need to choose should be closer to 4.
(C) The improved Logistic mapping Due to chaotic pseudo random probability statistics method can be used to the quantitative study of the characteristics of chaotic sequence. It is easy to prove that Logistic mapping does not meet the uniform distribution. In order to get better uniform distribution and random system, the formula (1) can be changed as follows:
Therefore, the probability distribution function of the variable y is as follows:
We found that type (4) satisfies uniform distribution in (0,1) region, the random distribution is better than type (1). When designing encryption algorithm, set 4 initial parameters, two as parameters µ1 and µ2 of the Logistic system and the other two for the initial system value X10` and X20`, to build two groups of chaotic sequence y1{i}and y2{i} and carry out XOR of pixel gray value of the original image one by one. If you get an odd point, carry out XOR with y1{i} sequence encryption; if you get an even point, carry out XOR with y2{i}.
Color Image Encryption Algorithm Based on Twodimension Cat Map Chaotic System
The cat mapping [5] was first introduced by Arnold. It is so named because it is often demonstrated using a cat face. The equation of the formula is as below:
shows that only the decimal part is taken, that is, x mod 1=1-[x], therefore, the phase space (x n , y n ) is limited to the unit square 0,1 ! " # $ % 0,1 ! " # $ . Transform Type(5) into matrix form as below: Type (6) defines matrix C, and cat mapping is an Area Preserving Map (no attractor) for |C|=1. At the same time the cat mapping is a one-one mapping, so every point in the unit matrix shifts to another point uniquely in the unit matrix. Cat mapping has the two typical factors generating chaotic motion, stretching (to multiply matrix C to enlarge x and y) and folding (modulus makes x and y return to matrix again). Actually, cat mapping is chaotic mapping.
Extend the cat mapping as follows. Firstly, extend the phase space to {0 1 2 N-1} {0 1 2 N-1}, that is, only take the positive integer from 0 to N-1; Secondly, extend the equation to the most general twodimensional reversible area preserving equation:
a, b, c, and d in the formula are positive integers, whose conservative area requires |C|=ad-bc=l. Under this requirement, only three parameters of a, b, c, and d are independent. For instance, we can set a, b, and c independent, then d is decided by the criterion of the conservative area.
Formula (7) can also written as,
It can be seen from formula (8) that this mapping has a fixed point (0,0), that is, point (0,0) does not change after n iterations. In order to avoid fixed point, do a modular operation on the initial point (x0, y0) after n iterations, then add 1 to the results as the new coordinates (xn, yn), then formula(8) can also be transformed as:
Transform formula (9) into formula (10) which have two independent parameters:
Formula (10) indicates a new coordinate (xn yn) after adding 1 to the result of nth iterative computation initial point (x0 y0). It can be proved that formula (10) has some characteristics of the chaotic mapping which are one-one mapping. Therefore, we can use formula (10) to scramble the points of plaintext image pixel dots, i.e., Put each pixel coordinates (i, j) of the original plaintext image as the initial value (x0, y0), with the given coefficient matrix (determined by the independent parameters p, q) and the iterations n as encryption key. Put the generated iteration results (xn, yn) as the new point (i `, j`) which is replaced from the original image pixel point (i, j).
When designing the encryption algorithm based on this mapping, use generalized cat mapping to scramble each pixel of three primary colours separately, and the RGB tricolor of image A to be encrypted respectively use different key parameters (pi, qi, ni) to calculate the new coordinates RA (xi,yi), GA xi,yi), BA xi,yi of RGB using x=x0+p*y0 and y=p*x0+(q*p+1)*y0. Then we can use the new tricolor coordinate to scramble images. Finally, compound the scrambled images and we`ll get a new matrix A1 to decrypt it through anti-operation.
THE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM BASED ON GENERALIZED CAT MAP AND 3D UNIFIED CHA-OTIC SYSTEM
In 2011, Jin-hu et al. [3] proposed a new 3D chaotic systems, which connects the Lorenz system and Chen system, while the Liu system is only a special case. For these reasons, it was called the unified chaotic system. The formula is as below: (12) . In this range the system has global chaotic characteristics. When α =0.8 this system belongs to the generalized Liu system, when α <0.8 this system belongs to the generalized Lorenz system, and when α >0.8 this system belongs to the generalized Chen system.
In the cat map encryption algorithm, only the plaintext matrix is scrambled while the pixel is not substituted. Then the new algorithm produced does RGB three tricolor gray value substitution encryption to the previous image scrambled by cat mapping with the three sequences x, y, and z of the unified chaotic system. Furthermore, different keys are taken for each pixel. Methods to construct keys is to take 3 numbers after the decimal point as positive integer, then do modulus operation to 256 to construct keys. The generated cipher image not only uses cat map to scramble but also use keys calculated from equation (12) for gray value substitution. Thus the complexity of chaotic sequences is greatly improved and can resist various attacks. Therefore, the arithmetic has higher security.
SUPER CHAOS AND ITS APPLICATION ON IM-AGE ENCRYPTION
In 2013, Lu et al. [6] constructed a new hyperchaotic system and put forward a new image encryption scheme based on the chaotic mapping. With the increase of variable parameters and system variables of the four-dimensional mapping, number key increases too. Thus chaotic system becomes more complicated and can resist various attacks more effectively with higher security.
The new kinetic equation hyperchaos system is as follows:
